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This month saw a handful of new regulations that affect business in Vietnam. We‟ve briefed 
them and outlined the most important changes from each new law. They cover everything 
from IT provider liability to private kindergartens to price controls.  

We hope you find this month‟s Client Alert helpful and wish you prosperity in the 
coming month. We look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Dang The Duc  
Managing Partner 

Dear Reader,In This Issue 

http://www.indochinecounsel.com/
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A new circular provides instructions for establishing and operating private 
kindergartens. While a kindergarten can be privately invested, its operation remains within 
the supervision of the community which it serves. Additional rules cover the hiring and 
oversight of the principal and an inspection board. SEE NEW GUIDELINES FOR PRIVATE 
KINDERGARTENS. 

The Government issued a new decree that clarifies certain provisions in the securities law. 
This new decree focuses on the creation and governance of investment funds that have as their 
primary investment real estate holdings. The decree outlines exactly what type of projects a 
fund can invest in and what percentages of the fund‟s portfolio can be held in various types 
of investments. SEE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT FUNDS.  

   Another decree offers additional insight into branches of foreign banks and credit institu-
tions. The decree sets out additional reporting requirements, restrictions on the use of capital, 
and the allowable uses of profit. SEE SOME NOTES FOR BRANCHES OF FOREIGN 
BANKS AND CREDIT INSTITUTIONS. 

A new Law on Pricing updates a ten year old ordinance that requires pricing controls on 
goods and services included in a specified list of publicly sensitive items. Primarily the list 
includes utilities, common carriers, telecommunications providers, and other government 
funded goods or services. SEE LAW ON PRICING – REGULATIONS FOR CONTROLLING 
PRICES. 

New guidelines impose liability on IT service providers in certain instances for copyright 
violations on their IT networks. SEE IT SERVICE PROVIDERS AND LIABILITY FOR 
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT. 

Land use rights are one of the key assets contributed to form charter capital of a company. 
However, it appears that the Law on Enterprises and the Land on Land provide different 
approaches in dealing with the contributed land use rights in case the contributing mem-
bers falls bankrupt. We analyse such discrepancy, and offer the solution to deal with the 
risks posed. SEE LAND USE RIGHTS CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION POSES RISKS. 

In light of the Government‟s efforts to encourage foreign investment and to bring more 
foreign companies into Vietnam, we look at a vital cultural issue that every investor and 
business person should be familiar with. We look at the concept of face and some of the 
ways in which it is relevant to any business transaction in Vietnam. SEE THE CONCEPT OF 
FACE. │ 

In order to facilitate private investment in the field of education, the Ministry of Education 
and Training issued Circular 21/2012/TT-BGDDT (“Circular 21”) dated 15 June 2012 pro-
viding Regulations on the organization and operation of private kindergartens. 

Private kindergartens are established for kids aged 3 months to 6 years. A private kindergarten 
is a legal entity incorporated by the local community. Private investors are not allowed to 
set up and solely manage kindergartens and training programs must be those issued by the 
Ministry of Education and Training.   

Private kindergartens are managed by a Management Board, which is nominated by the 
local community and includes not more than 11 members: a Chairman, secretary and other 
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members. The Management Board‟s members are representatives of the local community, 
the local authorities and capital contributors. Kindergartens are operated by a principal. The 
principal must be a Vietnamese citizen and approved by the Chief of the local education 
authority.  

Similar to a multi-member company, the activities of the principal and other persons in 
charge of the kindergarten are supervised by an inspection board. The inspection board is 
also appointed by the local community. The inspection board includes 3 to 5 members who 
are representatives of teachers, founders, employees and parents. At least one member of 
the inspection board must have a primary accounting degree. To ensure transparency, the 
principal and school accountant are not allowed to participate on the inspection board.  

Circular 21 also provides standards for facilities of kindergartens. If the private kindergarten 
fails to ensure safety and quality of services, the kindergarten may be subject to penalties 
imposed by the competent authority. The most serious potential penalty is dissolution of 
the kindergarten. 

Circular 21 takes  effect from 2 August 2012. | 

With an aim to simplifying and consolidating several laws in relation to securities mar-
kets, on 20 July 2012 the Government promulgated Decree 58/2012/ND-CP providing 
detailed regulations for implementation of a number of articles of the Law on Securities 
(”Decree 58‟‟).  

Decree 58 provides detailed regulations on real estate investment funds (REIF). 

Form and management 

Under Decree 58, an REIF shall 

(a) be organized and operate under the form of a public securities investment fund 
or public securities investment company;  

(b) be managed by one fund management company;  

(c) have the management of its capital and assets be supervised by a custodian bank;  

(d)   have its assets deposited with the custodian bank;  

(e)  have its investment fund certificates listed on the Stock Exchange; and  

(f) raise capital and make a public offer to sell fund certificates as conducted by the 
fund management company in accordance with the laws and as registered with 
the State Securities Commission.  

Investment activities 

An REIF is permitted to invest in real estate that satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) It is allowed for the conduct of business under the Law on Real Estate 

Real Estate 
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Businesses; 

(b) It is housing or building works which have been completed in accordance with 
the Law on Construction.  If the real estate is under construction, the REIF is only 
permitted to invest when the following conditions are satisfied: 

 There is a transaction contract with a potential client ensuring that the 
real estate is capable of sale, use or lease immediately on completion; 

 The construction project has been completed on schedule up to the time 
when the fund participates in capital contribution; 

 The total value of all real estate projects in the course of construction in 
which the fund invests does not exceed 10% of the total net asset value 
of the fund; and 

 It is not land on which there are no building works as stipulated in 
the 
Law on Real Estate Business and the Law on Land. 

Conditions required during investment activities 

An REIF must ensure the following conditions during its investment activities: 

(a) A minimum 65% of the net asset value of the fund is invested in real estate. Real 
estate in which investment is made must be in Vietnam with the objective of 
leasing or operation with the goal of obtaining stable dividends; 

(b) Real estate must be held for a minimum of two years from the date of purchase, 
except in cases of compulsory sale of assets as required by law or a decision of 
the general meeting of investors or of the committee of representatives of the 
fund; 

(c) The types of real estate in which investment is made must be consistent with the 
policies and investment objectives stipulated in the fund charter and prospectus; 

(d) A real estate investment fund is not permitted to formulate, inaugurate or 
develop a real estate project; 

(e) A maximum 35% of the net asset value of the fund must be invested in cash and 
equivalent monetary instruments, valuable papers and negotiable instruments as 
stipulated in the Law on Banking, in listed securities, in securities registered for 
trading, and in Government bonds or Government guaranteed bonds. Investment 
in these types of assets is subject to the following restrictions: 

 No more than 5% of the total net asset value of the fund is permitted to 
be invested in securities issued by the same organization; 

 No more than 10% of the total net asset value of the fund is permitted to 
be invested in securities issued by one family of companies; and 

 It is not permitted to own more than 10% of the total number of current-
ly circulating securities of any one issuing organization. 
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(f) An REIF is not permitted to lend or to provide a guarantee for any type of loan 
and the total value of loans borrowed must not exceed 5% of the net asset value of 
the fund at the time of borrowing. 

Decree 58 takes effect from 15 September 2012. | 

The Government issued Decree No. 57/2012/NĐ-CP (“Decree 57”) dated 20 July 2012 
providing guidelines on financial regulations for branches of foreign banks and credit 
institutions in Vietnam. 

Principles of financial management 

Branches of foreign banks and credit institutions exercising financial autonomy are 
responsible for their own activities and for the fulfillment of their obligations and com-
mitments as prescribed by law. Branches of foreign banks and credit institutions must 
make financial disclosures within 120 days from the end of the fiscal year. 

The currency used in accounting reports and financial books must be made in Vietnamese 
dong or a specific foreign currency stipulated by the Ministry of Finance in the case of 
primary revenue and expenditure made in foreign currency. 

As stated in this Decree, credit institutions and branches of foreign banks have to maintain 
the real value of charter capital or provided capital at least equal to the legal capital as 
required by the Government. 

Utilization of capital and assets  

Branches of foreign banks and credit institutions are entitled to use no more than 50% of 
their charter capital and provided capital accumulation reserve funds for building or 
purchasing fixed assets directly serving their operations and must comply with regula-
tions on construction and investment management.   

Credit institutions have the right to use their charter capital and reserve funds to contribute 
and purchase shares of any enterprise or other credit institution in accordance with the Law 
on Credit Institutions (excluding enterprises and other credit institutions that are in turn 
contributors or members of the purchasing credit institution.)  

Distribution of profits after enterprise income tax 

Branches of foreign banks and credit institutions must make distributions of profits after 
enterprise income tax as follows: 5% must be paid into the charter capital accumulation 
reserve fund of a credit institution or the provided capital accumulation reserve fund of a 
branch of a foreign bank; 10% into the financial reserve funds; the remainder distributed as 
profits. 

Decree 57 takes effect from 15 September 2012. | 
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On 20 June 2012, the National Assembly approved Law No. 11/2012/ QH13 on Pricing 
(“Law on Pricing”), which from 1 January 2013 replaces the Ordinance on Pricing dated
26 April 2002.  

Three major elements of the Law on Pricing include 

(i) The stabilization of goods and service prices; 
(ii) The control of goods and service prices; and 
(iii) The rights and obligations of enterprises manufacturing and providing goods 

and services (“Enterprises”). 

Stabilization of goods and service prices 

According to the Law on Pricing, the State authority has the right to set and publicize price 
stabilization measures in cases where (i) prices of goods and services subject to price stabi-
lization undergo abnormal fluctuations or (ii) the fluctuation of the market price of goods 
and services affects social-economic stability. 

Goods and services subject to price stabilization include petrol, oil, electricity, liquefied oil 
gas, nitrogenous fertilizer, NPK fertilizer, plant protection drugs, vaccines for cattle and poultry, 
salt, milk for children under 6 years of age, sugar including white sugar and refined sugar, 
rice and original rice, and drugs and vaccines for humans which are on the list of essential 
drugs and vaccines at medical examination and treatment establishments. 

The measures which the State Authority may use to stabilize prices are specified in the Law 
on Pricing. Particularly, the State authority may stabilize prices by applying financial and 
monetary measures, by establishing price stabilization funds for certain types of goods and 
services and by requiring organizations and individuals to register prices during the period 
of application of the price stabilization measures. 

Control of goods and services prices 

To control the market prices of some goods and services and to protect the legal rights and 
benefits of both enterprises and consumers, the State Authority may control prices for goods 
and services that are exclusively manufactured or traded by the State, important resources, 
national reserve commodities and public-utility services subsidized by the State budget. 
Specifically, the State may control prices by providing: 

(i) fixed pricing for airline services, telecommunication connection services 
and electricity transmission; 

(ii) price brackets for electrical generation prices, electrical wholesale prices, 
electrical retail prices and domestic air transport services for exclusive lines; 

(iii) price brackets and standard prices for land, water surface, underground 
water, forest and potable water and sale prices or rent rates for state-
owned infrastructure facilities serving national and public interests; and 

(iv) maximum or minimum prices for national reserve commodities, goods 
and services ordered by the State, products and public-utility services subsi-
dized by the State budget, cigarette and lease prices of the State‟s assets that are 
classed as for infrastructure.  

Law On Pricing 
Regulation 
For Control 
Prices 
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Rights and obligations of Enterprises 

According to the Law on Pricing, enterprises are required to develop plans for prices of 
goods and services manufactured or provided by the enterprise for which the price is 
controlled by the State. In addition, enterprises must register and declare the price of goods 
and services for which the prices are required to be registered with the State. 

The Law on Pricing takes effect from 1 January 2013. | 

To strengthen the protection of copyrights on Internet and communication networks, the 
Ministry of Information and Communications (“MOIC”) and the Ministry of Culture, 
Sports and Tourism (“MCST”) issued Joint Circular No. 07/2012/TTLT-BTTTT-BVHTTDL 
on 19 June 2012 stipulating liabilities of intermediary service providers in the protection of 
copyright and related rights in the internet and telecommunication networks environment 
(“Circular 07”).  

Circular 07 defines an intermediate service as telecommunication services, internet services, 
online social networking services, digital information search services, digital information 
hosting services and website hosting services. Intermediate service providers are Internet 
service providers, telecommunication enterprises, digital information hosting 
service providers, online social networking service providers, and digital information 
search service providers. Circular 07 also defines digital information contents as works, 
performances, audio recordings, video, broadcasting programs which have been digitized, 
processed, stored, exchanged, transmitted or provided on an internet and telecommunica-
tion network. 

The most remarkable provision of Circular 07 is that intermediate service providers are 
directly responsible for compensation of damages caused by infringement of copyrights 
and related rights in the following circumstances: the intermediate service provider (i) 
is the initial source of posting, transmitting or providing digital information contents 
without the consent of the owner of such rights; (ii) modifies, cuts or makes reproductions 
in any form of digital information contents without consent of the owner of such rights; 
(iii) deliberately destroys or invalidates the technical means applied for protection of 
copyrights and related rights by the owners of such rights; or (iv) acts as a sub-source for 
the distribution of digital information contents acquired from an act of copyright or related 
rights infringement.  

In addition, Circular 07 requires that intermediate service providers request service users 
to commit to be responsible for ensuring the lawful use of digital information contents 
uploaded on internet and telecommunication networks, and warns service providers about 
the responsibility of compensation for damages and the possibilities of applying adminis-
trative sanctions and prosecution for cases of copyright and related rights infringement. 

Of note, in connection with users who infringe copyrights and related rights on the internet 
and communication networks, Circular 07 provides that intermediate service providers 
must provide the personal information of service users in violation at the request of compe-
tent authorities. 

The Inspectorate of the MOIC is responsible, in coordination with the inspectorate of the 
MCST for dealing with copyright and related rights infringements on the internet and 
telecommunication networks.  

Circular 07 takes effect from 6 August 2012. | 
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Land use rights contributed to form charter capital of a company 

The charter capital of an enterprise is made up by contributions from shareholders. Each 
shareholder makes a capital contribution by transferring cash or assets to the company. The 
receiving company becomes the owner of the assets contributed, and the contributing 
shareholder becomes the owner of shares representing part ownership in the company.  

The requirements for transfer of ownership of assets are specified in the Law on 
Enterprises. For land use rights and other assets that must be registered, the party 
contributing capital must transfer the ownership of such assets to the company according 
to prescribed procedures. If assets other than cash or gold are contributed, they must be 
appraised by the company's board of directors or a professional appraisal firm.  

Different approaches in dealing with land use rights contributed as capital 

After transfer of ownership is complete, the assets are owned by the company, and the 
shareholder who contributed the assets no longer has any rights to them. If the shareholder 
becomes insolvent, the shareholder's proportion of capital in the company, the shares and 
not the contributed assets, are treated as assets of the shareholder. Accordingly, only the 
shares can be distributed or auctioned to pay personal debts of the shareholder. This 
approach is consistent with Article 45.3 (c) of the Law on Enterprises.  

However, the Land Law appears to provide a different approach to dealing with the assets 
contributed as capital. Under Article 131.4 (c) of the law, if the party who made a capital 
contribution in the form of land use rights becomes bankrupt, "the land use rights contributed as 
capital shall be dealt with in accordance with the decision on bankruptcy as declared by the 
court." Accordingly, the law appears to give the court the right to make a decision on land 
use rights which have already been contributed and thus belong to the company receiving 
the capital contribution.  

Such approach of the Law on Land, however, could be deemed as interfering with the 
rights of the company receiving the land use rights as a capital contribution. This is because 
when an asset has been contributed to a company, it is the company – not the contributing 
shareholder – that becomes the lawful owner of the assets. Allowing the court the right to 
deal with land use rights that have been contributed and now belong to a company virtual-
ly nullifies the ownership right. Under bankruptcy law in most jurisdictions, only transfers 
of assets made while the transferree was already insolvent can be undone by a court.  

Getting the way out ready at the outset 

Given that such a discrepancy exists in the law and poses risks, however, shareholders should 

anticipate a way out of a negative result. They should set out in sharholders' agreements the 

specific ways that land use rights will be handled in case a shareholder ever becomes bank-

rupt or insolvent. An appropriate approach could be that shareholders' contractually agree 

to redeem shares if land use rights become challenged. | 
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In Vietnam, like in many countries in the region, the concept of “face” is an important and 
prevalent idea that must be understood when entering into business relations with local na-
tionals. Because of its importance to business and law in Vietnam, it is worth taking the time 
to visit some ideas about the concept. To define face, and to explore its meanings, I refer to 
the first major anthropological study of Face published by Hsien Chin Hu in Amer-ican 
Anthropologist in 1944. (Hu, Hsien Chin. “The Chinese Concepts of „Face‟”. American 
Anthropologist. New Series, Vol. 46, No. 1, Part 1 (Jan.-Mar., 1944). pp 45-64). Admittedly, 
Hu‟s study is in the Chinese context, but by and large it is transferable with some adaptation 
across cultures in the region.
From the very beginning Hu makes a distinction between the different types of Face 
in China. Mien and lien. 

One of these, mien-tzu, stands for the kind of prestige that is 
emphasized in this country [the United States]: a reputation achieved 
through getting on in life, through success and ostentation. This is 
prestige that is accumulated by means of personal effort or clever ma-
neuvering. For this kind of recognition ego is dependent at all times on his 
external environment. The other kind of “face,” lien, is also known to 
Americans without being accorded formal recognition. It is the respect 
of the group for a man with a good moral reputation: the man who 
will fulfill his obligations regardless of the hardships involved, who 
under all circumstances shows himself a decent human being. It 
represents the confidence of society in the integrity of ego‟s moral 
character, the loss of which makes it impossible for him to function 
properly within the community. Lien is both a social sanction for 
enforcing moral standards and an internalized sanction. 

Lien, or Face, is possibly the most important concept to understand when doing business 
in Asia. It affects every transaction and in some ways can be the investor‟s greatest tool in 
protecting her investment and ensuring compliance with agreements. Face is extremely 
important to the people in Asia, it is necessary for them to operate as a respected individual 
of society. If they promise to do something, or make a deal they put their Face on the line. 
If they then, subsequently, fail to come through or renege on their promise, they put 
themselves in a position where they can lose Face. Hu explains the concept. 

Tiu-lien – “to lose lien” is a condemnation by the group for immoral 
or socially disagreeable behavior. A serious infraction of the moral 
code of society, once come to the notice of the public, is a blemish on the 
character of the individual and excites a great deal of comment. A fraud 
detected, a crime exposed, meanness, poor judgment, lies told for one‟s 
own profit, unfaithfulness while in office, a broken promise, the 
cheating of a customer, a married man making love to a young girl, 
these are just some of the acts that incur the criticism of society, and 
are rated as “losing lien” for ego. 

Hu offers several examples of how this concept works, but perhaps most pertinently, 
he relates how an American tourist inadvertently used lien to her advantage. 

The Concept 
Of Face 
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A simple case of lien-losing is afforded by the experience of an Ameri-
can traveler in the interior of China. In a little village she had made a 
deal with a peasant to use his donkey for transportation. On the day 
agreed upon the owner appeared only to declare that his donkey was 
not available, the lady would have to wait for one day. Yet he would not 
allow her to hire another animal, because she had consented to use his 
ass. They argued back and forth first in the inn, then in the courtyard; a 
crowd gathered around them, as each stated his point of view over and 
over again. No comment was made, but some of the older people shook 
their heads and muttered something, the peasant getting more and more 
excited all the time trying to prove his right. Finally he turned and left 
the place without any more arguments, and the American was free to 
hire another beast. The man had felt the disapproval of the group. The 
condemnation of his community of his attempt to take advantage of the 
plight of the traveler made him feel he had “lost lien.” 

Not that this is the idyll, but in a system where the courts are less than consistent and the al-
ternative dispute resolution procedures are still in their infancy, face becomes the business 
persons greatest asset to enforcement. A savvy investor will consider face far earlier in the 
process, however, and, in addition to conducting traditional due diligence, investigate a po-
tential partner‟s reputation, or face. Hu points out that this was a major societal component 
in Chinese culture, particularly in the context of migration from a rural community to a job-
rich urban center. 

A craftsman taking an apprentice will want to know more about his character 
and the character of his family; a firm hiring an accountant will demand 
that the good conduct of the candidate be endorsed by respectable people. 
Thus the custom has arisen that anyone who seeks employment, anyone 
who intends to conclude a deal with someone in a locality far from home 
brings a written guarantee from a shop with a good reputation in his 
own neighborhood. These people would know how much concern ego 
has shown for his lien when staying with his family. 

So for investors, face becomes an element that must be carefully considered before entering 

into a contract. Will a person keep his or her word? Will they perform as they promised? 

Do they have enough face that to risk a loss will motivate their decision making? These are 

questions that should be asked and answered before entering into a contract. For companies 

doing business in Asia, this cultural element should be included in any good due diligence 

exercise. |  
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